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It is an exciting time to be alive. Never in recorded history has mankind 

been subject to the level of exponential change that the Technological 

Revolution has delivered. It has transformed how we work, play and 

communicate.  It has also changed how art is created, exhibited and 

perhaps more importantly, viewed and appreciated.  If there was ever a 

time to embrace the Surrealists’ connection between art and Escapism it 

is now, and Matt Bahen’s paintings are a captivating starting point.   

 

The Artist grew up in rural Ontario, bordered by Hudson Bay to the north 

and the Great Lakes to the south. Here the seasons are unmistakably 

pronounced; spring brings swaths of showy wildflowers, Aura Borealis fills the 

night sky in summer, sugar maples blaze hot in fall and winter snow blankets the evergreens like sweet frosting. 

Removed from the trappings of urban culture, this landscape became the Artists’ Muse. 

 

Bahen researches the history and sociology of a place as a conceptual departure point for his subject matter. 

The writings of Cormac McCarthy are of particular importance to this series; through the combining of their 

influence, along with current events, he actualizes his narrative with a thundering amount of paint.  Up close, the 

resulting surface has a kinetic quality, creating an orchestrated medium that is a work unto itself. Pull back, and 

the viewer is rewarded with much needed quiet and a contemplative, faraway place emerges from the entropy.  

 

In The Bones of Things we are immersed in a hushed woodland, watching feral dogs patrol an abandoned 

structure that resembles a church. What is the history of this place?  Is it the remains of a thriving congregation 

abandoned for a newer, larger place, or a nebulous event retold through folklore? Although we intellectually know 

that the Artist is referencing his own ideas, we cannot resist the temptation to assign our own.  

 

Perhaps what makes Bahen’s work so compelling is that he acknowledges this tendency, and guides us with his 

use of paint before the image takes form. The turbulent and tame waves that make up his images pull us close 

like sailors to a siren’s rock. Somehow the artist has assigned feelings to the peaks, valleys, swirls and soft curves of 

the surface that permeate our thoughts. Suddenly our conscious reminds us that healing is driven by the process 

of life far beyond an end goal. We are filled with hope, compassion and the conviction that the past is done, 

nature perseveres, and hope abounds. 

 

Matt Bahen creates paintings that are Escapist but with a grounding sensibility that challenges our frenetic pace 

and slows us down. We are inspired to join the collective in the search for solutions, and that the joy of discovery 

resides in each and every one of us, independent of the technology we have grown to depend on.  

 

This is the Artist’s first solo exhibition with Claire Oliver Gallery.  His work has been widely exhibited throughout 

Canada including a solo show at the MacLaren Art Centre, Barrie Ont. and The Ontario College of Art and Design 

where his work is included in the permanent collection. The artist lives and works in Ontario.   

In the Morning All Rode on as Before, 2015 

oil on canvas, 36 x 36 inches | 91 x 91cm 


